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About WWF
WWF is one of the World’s largest and most respected independent
conservation organisations, with almost 5 million supporters and
a global network active in over 100 countries. WWF’s mission is
to stop the degradation of the earth’s natural environment and to
build a future in which humans live in harmony with nature, by
conserving the world’s biological diversity, ensuring that the use
of renewable natural resources is sustainable, and promoting the
reduction of pollution and wasteful consumption.

WWF South Africa
WWF South Africa is a national office that is part of the WWF
network. We are a local NGO that for more than 40 years has
worked towards the aim of inspiring all South Africans to live in
harmony with nature, for the benefit of our country and the wellbeing of all our people.

WORKING TOGETHER TOWARDS A SUSTAINABLE SEAFOOD INDUSTRY
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ABOUT US
WWF South Africa
WWF South Africa is the local office of the World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF) – one
of the world’s largest and most experienced conservation organisations, with almost
five million supporters and a global network active in more than 100 countries.
WWF South Africa operates in the context of a developing country and is highly
regarded in the network for giving a balanced view on environmental matters. We
pride ourselves in the global and local role we play in conserving the earth’s most
extraordinary places and species, and reducing humanity’s footprint on the planet.
We also aim to address the underlying economic, social and political issues that
underpin all conservation efforts. We involve local communities in decision making,
we lobby government to change policy and we work with business to ensure sustainable
use of resources. We form partnerships with those who share our vision as we believe
by working with people, together we will change behaviour and leave a living planet.
Ultimately our aim is to inspire all South Africans to live in harmony with nature for
the benefit of our country and the well-being of all our people.

About the WWF Sustainable Fisheries Programme
The Sustainable Fisheries Programme is a keystone initiative of the WWF Marine
Programme which falls under the broader WWF Sanlam Living Waters Partnership.
Placed at the interface between civil society, the private sector and government,
the programme has the unique ability to work across the seafood supply chain to
address the challenges facing our marine ecosystems in an integrated manner. The
programme contributes towards the following two targets of the Partnership:
1. Ecological systems and their services underpin social and economic well-being.
2. Risks and opportunities posed by climate change are addressed.
The Sustainable Fisheries Programme aims to meet these objectives through
activities via two sister programmes, namely ‘Seafood Market Transformation’ and
‘WWF SASSI Consumer Awareness’.

Our aim is to inspire all South Africans
to live in harmony with nature for the
benefit of our country and the wellbeing of all our people.
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INTRODUCTION

The vision of WWF’s Sustainable
Fisheries Programme (SFP) is to
inspire people to work together
towards healthy marine ecosystems
and responsibly-managed fisheries.

Attaining this vision requires overcoming significant economic, ecological and
social challenges, whilst simultaneously motivating concerted effort from all
parties involved in the seafood supply chain through various multi-disciplinary
partnerships. However, it also necessitates constant re-evaluation and refinement
of our approach to ensure that we are effective, yet remain relevant. To this end, the
past year has been a period of both evaluation and evolution for WWF-SA and the
Sustainable Fisheries Programme.

Within the
broader Marine
programme,
the SFP has
further matured
to comprise
two keystone
initiatives,
namely
‘Seafood Market
Transformation’
and ‘SASSI
Consumer
Awareness’.

Great strides have been made by WWF-SA over the last few years in shifting
its model of operation from a reactive grant-making fund, to that of proactive
investment along programmatic lines. Thus, this past year has seen the
establishment of a Biodiversity unit that covers the thematic areas of ‘Freshwater’,
‘Marine’, ‘Sustainable Agriculture’, ‘Land & Stewardship’, and the ‘WWF/
TMF Fynbos Programme’. Within the broader Marine programme, the SFP has
further matured to comprise two keystone initiatives, namely ‘Seafood Market
Transformation’ and ‘SASSI Consumer Awareness’. While the former programme
works to link retail market opportunities with fisheries and aquaculture
improvements, the latter focuses on empowering consumers with the information
to make a sustainable seafood choice coupled with the knowledge that their choice
will make a difference. In this way, the SFP continues to work holistically through
the seafood supply chain to address the challenge of ecosystem overfishing. See
Appendices 1 and 2 for the Key achievements and the Summary of statistics in 2011.
The lessons learnt and documented in this review demonstrate that, through making
more informed choices and by selecting seafood species which come from wellmanaged and sustainable fisheries, various stakeholders can achieve a sustainable
seafood industry. This is a common goal that those involved in the fishing industry,
seafood retailers, consumers and all South Africans are working towards.
The WWF Sustainable Fisheries Programme Annual Report for 2011 is comprised of
the following sections:
1. Highlights of the WWF Sustainable Fisheries Programme in 2011
2. Stories of most significant change
3. Communications and awareness
4. Financial sustainability
5. Conclusion
The WWF-SA Sustainable Fisheries Programme would not have been able to achieve
the impact described in this report without its supporters and collaborators
(See page 19).
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HIGHLIGHTS of the
WWF Sustainable
Fisheries Programme

This year saw the successful
conclusion of the first phase of the
Responsible Fisheries Alliance (RFA).

The initial two-year period has seen the RFA grow into
a robust forum, through which WWF-SA and major
fishing companies can work towards the common
goal of responsible fishing and the implementation
of an Ecosystem Approach to Fisheries management
(EAF). As one of the only coalitions of its kind in the world, the RFA has gained
international recognition for its work, with HRH The Prince of Wales attending
an event to showcase the RFA’s achievements to date, which included the renewal of
the RFA agreement for a further two year phase.
This year also saw Pick n Pay become the first retailer in Africa to make clear
commitments to sustainable seafood through WWF SASSI’s retailer participation
scheme. This commitment, which will see Pick n Pay selling only WWF SASSI
greenlisted products or products from fisheries and farms involved in credible
improvement projects by the end of 2015, is a fantastic step in the right direction
and sets the standard for others to follow.
In November, we launched the WWF SA Fisheries: Facts and Trends report,
which highlights some of the challenges facing South Africa’s fisheries. The report,
a compilation of data from a number of different sources, provides a snapshot view
of the status of our fisheries as well as the associated socio-economic and cultural
systems which rely on these resources for their well-being. The report was widely
reported on in both local and international media. The SFP and its staff were also
involved in six other publications during 2011 (see Appendix 3).
The WWF SASSI listing process continued in earnest this past year and six new
assessments were added to the existing database of species. As a result of this
listing, a WWF partner-NGO, the Sustainable Fisheries Partnership, is leading a
collaborative Fisheries Improvement Project (FIP) to improve the status of Argentine
Hake. This process clearly demonstrates how responsible suppliers and retailers can
help drive positive change in fisheries around the world together with WWF SASSI.
Two Oceans Wines approached WWF SASSI during the past year to form a
partnership in support of SASSI’s work. Various activations are currently being
planned as a result of this partnership.
Research undertaken to gauge the effectiveness of the WWF SASSI consumer tools
revealed that 83% of respondents used the tools to guide their seafood choice.

83%
of respondents

used the tools
to make their
ultimate seafood
choice.

The SFP enjoyed widespread media coverage in 2011 to the advertising value
of just over R7 million and was reported on over 230 times in the media. A SASSI
‘Green Platter’ special was run by two of the WWF SASSI supporting restaurants
during the course of National Marine Week. The John Dory’s restaurant chain
initiated and hosted an awareness-raising event in Johannesburg to help WWF
SASSI spread the message. WWF SASSI was also interviewed on the 5fm Fresh
Drive, one of the most popular radio stations in the country, during peak time.
The WWF SASSI Restaurant Programme currently enjoys the support of 190
restaurants. Eleven training courses were run in partnership with WWF SASSI’s
Networking Partners in Cape Town, Durban and Johannesburg, through which 232
people were trained. John Dory’s and Ocean Basket, WWF SASSI’s restaurant-chain
supporters, implemented in-house SASSI quizzes for their staff in order to ensure
better engagement with customers around issues of seafood sustainability.
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TOWARDS HEALTHY
OCEANS
Many of South Africa’s inshore marine resources
are considered overexploited or collapsed with a
few being fully exploited. Yellowtail (Seriola lalandi)
stocks are currently considered to be optimally
exploited. Yellowtail is nomadic and catches have
increased in the last two decades from the early
stages of the fishery from 1900 to 1930.

MOST SIGNIFICANT
STORIES OF CHANGE

In addition to the highlights
described in the previous section,
there are also ‘most significant
change’ stories which illustrate the
impact of our work in 2011.

© Thomas P. Peshak

1.

TRAINING OUR WAY
TO SUSTAINABILITY

2.

PICK N PAY AND
SASSI: THE JOURNEY
SO FAR

3.

SUSTAINABLE SEAFOOD
MAKES SENSE AND CENTS

4.

THE SASSI LIST: INSPIRING
CHANGE THROUGH CHOICE

1. Training our way
to sustainability

Historically, most fisheries were managed with what
was commonly known as a single-species approach to
fisheries management. This tended to focus exclusively
on managing target stocks, ignoring other species that
occurred within the marine ecosystems. Thankfully,
with the growing understanding of the role that
marine biodiversity plays in maintaining functional ecosystems, the last few decades
have seen a shift towards an Ecosystem Approach to Fisheries Management (EAF).
Amongst a few others, South Africa is leading the way in the implementation of
this holistic approach, which incorporates relevant human social and economic
considerations in fisheries management as well as the health of the marine ecosystem.
Integral to an Ecosystem Approach is the principle of co-management which, in order
to achieve acceptable management outcomes, requires that all stakeholders must be
involved in fisheries management decisions.

the course encourages
learners to think for
themselves and to
develop their own
solutions to the
issues pertaining to
irresponsible fishing.

It is this communications void that WWF identified as one of the key factors limiting
the effective implementation of an EAF and consequently developed the Responsible
Fisheries Training course in 2007 to create a platform for the sharing of knowledge
between fishers, managers and conservation organisations.
In 2010 WWF sought accreditation for the course in an attempt to ensure that it could
be used as a recognised skills development opportunity for fishers. The Responsible
Fisheries Alliance (RFA), a partnership between WWF and major fishing companies (I
& J, Oceana, Sea Harvest and Viking), then assumed responsibility for the continued
roll-out of the training, with WWF’s role becoming one of oversight. This new
structure has been met with considerable success, and, by the end of 2011, figures
showed that over 900 people have been trained since the inception of the course.
Although the training was initially designed as a conservation tool to help fishers
understand the principles of an EAF, it has subsequently developed into a communication
tool which is now also used by government and industry as one of the mediums to convey
information regarding compliance, changes to permit conditions, as well as explanations
as to what these permit conditions entail to fishers and why they are important.

WWF FISHERIES CHAMPION: TREVOR WILSON
Trevor Wilson, of Viking Fishing, has been a powerful driving force behind the
Responsible Fisheries Alliance’s (RFA) uptake of the Responsible Fisheries Training
course. Viking is currently the only accredited training institution with the rights
to run this training course, and Trevor has been instrumental in the development
of the training course to its current level. The training was originally intended to
train only officers, on the assumption that the crews on these vessels would not have
the necessary level of understanding required to engage with the information being
provided. Having himself engaged with crews from fishing vessels, Trevor felt that
this assumption lacked merit and encouraged the training of crew members. As a
result, Trevor put his experience and training skills to work and assisted with the
training of over 100 crew members in 2011.
Trevor continues to run this important training course, engaging with various players
within the fishing industry on sustainable fishing practices and enabling the sharing
of knowledge about the environment in which they work. The WWF Sustainable
Fisheries Programme would like to recognise Trevor Wilson as a Champion of the
Responsible Fisheries Training.
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HEALTHY OCEANS
UNDERPIN THE
WELLBEING OF
COMMUNITIES

The solution to the critical state of our marine
resources lies in an Ecosystem Approach to Fisheries
(EAF). Central to the EAF is the tenet that people do
not operate outside of natural systems, but that their
wellbeing - in this case that of fishing communities is inextricably linked to the health of our oceans
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2. Pick n Pay and SASSI –
the journey so far
Pick n Pay’s
announcement
that it has
committed to
sourcing only
sustainable
seafood by the
end of 2015
represents a
significant
change

In the conservation field, 5 years is not a long time and
often the changes that conservationists are working
towards are only likely to become visible within a
number of decades or even centuries. It is for this reason
that Pick n Pay’s announcement in October 2011 that it
had committed to sourcing only sustainable seafood by
the end of 2015 represents such a significant change.

WWF SASSI’s relationship with Pick n Pay began
in 2006 when the retailer first came on-board as a programme funder for SASSI,
providing R300 000 annually for a period of 3 years. In these early days, when
SASSI was purely a consumer-focused programme, there was no capacity for SASSI
to engage with Pick n Pay in a conversation around its own seafood procurement
strategies, but this all changed in 2008 with the initiation of SASSI’s Retailer
Participation Scheme. Pick n Pay was amongst the founding members of the WWF
SASSI Retailer Participation scheme and began rolling out sustainable seafood
training for its seafood deli staff shortly after enrolment. It has more recently begun
to address critical seafood procurement issues to improve the sustainability of their
seafood range.
The year 2010 was another important year for this relationship as Pick n Pay
officially became the programme funder for WWF’s Sustainable Fisheries
Programme, of which SASSI forms an integral part, sponsoring a total of
R6.1-million over a period of three years. Importantly, this development now
saw Pick n Pay investing directly in WWF’s work with the fishing industry, and
represents an important acknowledgement of the value of WWF’s approach of
working from ‘boat-to-plate’ throughout the seafood supply chain.
But, by far the most exciting development in this relationship is Pick n Pay’s new
sustainable seafood strategy unveiled this year in October, which saw Pick n Pay
announcing that, by the end of 2015 it would only procure seafood that is either:
1.Certified by the Marine Stewardship Council (MSC) for wild-caught products or;
2.Certified by the Aquaculture Stewardship Council (ASC) for farmed products, or
equivalent standards or;
3.Categorised as “green” in terms of the World Wild Fund for Nature’s (WWF)
Southern African Sustainable Seafood Initiative (SASSI) or;
4.From fisheries or farms which are engaged in credible improvement projects.

WWF
is hoping to engage

with these fisheries
through the
development of fishery
specific improvement
projects in order to
help them meet the
deadline by end 2015.

These commitments, the first of their kind amongst African retailers, will not only
see Pick n Pay becoming one of the leading retailers in sustainable seafood but will
also help to drive positive changes on the water, both locally and internationally, as
the fishing and aquaculture industries increasingly look to implement sustainable
fishing/farming practices in order to meet their client’s requirements. The goal
is not to exclude problematic fisheries, but to improve them and through WWF’s
Sustainable Fisheries Programme, WWF is hoping to engage with these fisheries
through the development of fishery specific improvement projects in order to help
them meet the deadline by end 2015.
This relationship exemplifies the collaborative approach that WWF seeks to adopt
with all of its partners amongst the corporate sector. While recognising the crucial
role that companies such as Pick n Pay can play in funding WWF’s conservation
work through the Sustainable Fisheries Programme and acting as a market driven
incentive to facilitate responsible fishing or farming practices,” it is similarly
important that these companies understand the critical role that WWF can and does
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play in helping to secure their own supply chains into the future. With Pick n Pay’s commitment to sustainable
seafood and financial support of WWF’s fisheries work, it is becoming increasingly clear that forward-thinking
companies like Pick n Pay understand that the benefits of a partnership with WWF extend far beyond the positive
publicity generated in the media and amongst their customers. Unlocking all of these benefits will not happen
overnight, but the most important part of the journey has already begun, the first steps have been taken, which
means that the end goal is already a few steps closer.

WWF SASSI RETAILER CHAMPION: ANDRE NEL
Senior Manager Sustainable Development at Pick n Pay

As is evident from the story above, WWF’s relationship with Pick n Pay has come
a long way in the last five years, but many of the exciting developments in this
relationship may never have happened if it weren’t for Andre Nel’s commitment
to staying the course. Although there are a number of committed individuals
responsible for implementing sustainable practices into Pick n Pay’s seafood
operations, Andre has been a stalwart supporter of WWF’s work. It is his involvement
in all aspects of this relationship, from developing the funding agreement through
to sitting in on implementation meetings that make Andre an integral cog in this
machine and a true WWF Champion.

© Thomas P. Peshak

Efforts to buy and sell sustainable seafood are playing an important role in securing the ecological integrity of our oceans.
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3. Sustainable seafood
makes sense and cents

Awareness of WWF SASSI has grown so much the
programme is now being inundated with requests
from restaurants wanting to join the SASSI Restaurant
Programme and be part of the solution. All of these
restaurants want to be more responsible in their
practices, and would like the SASSI team’s guidance
on their seafood sustainability journey. The question is, how can SASSI make this a
reality with limited resources and capacity?
Research undertaken within the past year revealed a further challenge: consumers
are generally hesitant to ask restaurant staff for more information about seafood
dishes on the menu because they feel that they can’t trust the answers. This
knowledge, coupled with the need to reassess the strategy for engaging with
restaurants, has led to a refinement of the objectives for SASSI’s engagement with
restaurants. If seafood consumers represent a market-driven mechanism which
can be utilised to achieve our broader conservation objectives, then the SASSI
Restaurant Supporters can be utilised as a conduit of information about sustainable
seafood to their clientele; without this flow of information, consumers cannot make
an informed decision when buying seafood. Therefore, the work with Restaurant
Supporters now focuses on four key areas:
•Equipping and empowering restaurant staff with the skills to provide customers
with adequate information to make a sustainable seafood choice (this includes
guiding customers to the SASSI tools);
•Utilising restaurants to raise consumers’ awareness of sustainable seafood and help
drive consumer demand away from unsustainable seafood options;
•Encouraging restaurants, through market-driven incentives, to implement
responsible and sustainable seafood practices in their businesses; and
•Utilising restaurants to communicate with their suppliers about sustainable seafood.
Tools to assist Restaurant Supporters move forward on their seafood sustainability
journey are being developed. Further facilitating this journey are key SASSI
Networking Partners (Two Oceans Aquarium in Cape Town, uShaka Marine World
in Durban and the Johannesburg Zoo in Joburg), who play a crucial role in the
revised strategy through educating their visitors about the challenges facing our
marine resources and how SASSI helps to be part of the solution. As consumers
become more aware of these challenges, they can place additional pressure on
Restaurant Supporters and hold them accountable to their commitments.

consumers

are generally hesitant
to ask restaurant
staff about seafood
dishes on the menu
because they
feel they can’t
trust the answers.

Restaurants also stand to benefit from consumers demanding more sustainable
seafood. This has been demonstrated through Shoreline Café, a SASSI Champion that
has only served Green-listed seafood since opening in 2007. This year, Shoreline Cafe
became the first restaurant in Africa to receive Marine Stewardship Council (MSC)
Chain-of-Custody certification. This certification offers patrons of Shoreline Café the
assurance that the seafood products sold are indeed from the MSC-certified fishery,
as there must be full traceability along the seafood supply chain. This significant
achievement by Shoreline Café highlights their commitment to promote and ensure a
sustainable seafood industry, and consumers have responded accordingly.
It goes without saying that environmental sustainability and business success go
hand-in-hand in the long run. But moving towards a sustainable seafood industry is
the joint responsibility of all those involved with seafood, whether you are catching,
buying, serving or eating it. Supplying sustainable seafood products not only benefits
the health of the oceans, making sense, but it can also provide many opportunities to
improve the growth and sustainability of seafood businesses, which makes cents.
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WWF SASSI RESTAURANT CHAMPION: JOHN DORY’S
WWF SASSI makes every effort to assist Restaurant Supporters through every stage of
their sustainability journey, but occasionally one of these restaurants returns the favour.

Now you can walk
into any John
Dory’s restaurant
and you will see the
SASSI awareness
tools displayed.

In the past year, the John Dory’s franchise has been an incredible supporter of the
work that SASSI has done. In September 2010, John Dory’s ran a SASSI Platter
Promotion - a seafood meal consisting of only SASSI green-listed species. A portion
of the proceeds of every platter sold was donated to SASSI. In 2011, John Dory’s
sponsored and organised a SASSI awareness event. The awareness dinner took place
in Gauteng, the province with the highest sales in seafood but limited awareness as
to the sustainability issues surrounding this popular food source. Some well-known
celebrities attended the event, which meant new and well-known champions for
sustainable seafood and SASSI were recruited.
Credit must also be given to John Dory’s staff, who have embraced SASSI’s principles.
As a result, John Dory’s are actively scrutinising their seafood procurement through
the SASSI Retailer Participation Scheme, so that they can provide the most sustainable
options to their customers. Now you can walk into any John Dory’s restaurant and you
will see the SASSI awareness tools displayed. You can open a John Dory’s menu and,
next to the seafood options on their menu, you will find answers to the three SASSI
questions (What is it? Where is it from? How was it caught or farmed?). John Dory’s
have been actively involved with raising awareness about WWF SASSI amongst
consumers, and we salute them as Champions of SASSI.
© Thomas P. Peshak

South Africa’s off-shore fish stocks remain in relatively good shape compared to stocks in the Northern hemisphere;
however, the present state of our inshore resources is of serious concern.
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4. THE SASSI LIST:
INSPIRING CHANGE
THROUGH CHOICE

In the face of both global and local collapsing fisheries
and unsustainable aquaculture practices, WWF SASSI
takes a market-based incentive approach to influencing
seafood demand and encouraging a sustainable
seafood supply.

This approach focuses, in part, on empowering
consumers with the information to make a sustainable
seafood choice and couples this with the knowledge
that consumers’ choice will make a difference. A notable disadvantage of this
approach is the issue of attribution: can the reversal of local overexploited marine
resources be directly credited to our programme of work?
To answer this question, we can reflect on recent research undertaken by the
programme, which aims to explore the impacts of the programme. First and
foremost, this research has shown that consumers engage with SASSI specifically
because of its simple ‘traffic light’ message. It has further become clear that the
general awareness of SASSI amongst consumers has increased substantially
since the inception of the programme. Key materials provided by SASSI to assist
consumers make more sustainable seafood choices include the FishMS (which brings
the list to the consumer via an SMS), SASSI website, mobi site, posters, pocket guide
and recipe booklets.

83%
of respondents
reported that
the SASSI tools
assisted them
in making their
seafood choice

Thus, we can be confident that the tools are becoming better known and used.
However, this knowledge is merely the first step towards answering the question
posed above; in order to know whether we are indeed meeting our conservation
objectives, we need to assess whether or not these consumer tools are effective. In
addition to this, we need to consider whether these tools are easy to understand and
use. Our latest research shows that they are.
Using online surveys to interrogate SASSI’s target market, results show that the
SASSI pocket card is the tool that is most often used by consumers. The next most
popular tool amongst seafood consumers is the nifty FishMS service. Combined
with this, 83 per cent of respondents reported that the SASSI tools assisted them
in making their seafood choice. Users of the SASSI tools further showed a good
grasp of broader issues integral to marine conservation, and an understanding that
individual choice and action can make a difference to the challenges facing our
marine resources.
Interestingly, the mobi site did not feature as a popular choice amongst respondents.
However, further probing revealed that the reason for this was a general lack of
awareness; once respondents heard about the site and tried it, a very high level of
interest and support was generated for using this tool in future. Respondents felt
that, out of the full complement of SASSI consumer tools, the mobi site provided
the most information, whilst simultaneously allowing users to access only that
information in which they were interested.
Overall, consumers agreed that each tool within SASSI’s suite had its own place
depending on the situation and the user; younger users tended to prefer the
electronic tools whilst older users generally preferred print media. Additionally,
respondents relayed a very high level of trust in retailers to supply sustainable
seafood, contrasting the little to no trust they held in restaurants to provide
adequate information about their seafood options. General awareness of SASSI tools
seems polarised, but even those with a high level of awareness of SASSI are hesitant
to ‘make a scene’ when in a social dining situation.
These results are revealing and have resulted in a re-direction for the programme.
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In response to the growing interest in the mobi site, the programme is currently
investing heavily in upgrading the site. Furthermore, the emphasis of the restaurant
programme has shifted to utilising partners as conduits for information on the
relative sustainability of their seafood to their clientele (more on this in the MSC
story for the restaurant programme). A diner card has been added to our suite of
tools, which allows consumers to provide their feedback to restaurant management
without offending their dining partners.
Lastly, in order for the programme to realise its 5-year conservation objectives,
the emphasis for a consumer-focussed campaign over the next year needs to be on
holding SASSI partners, specifically retailers, accountable to their sustainability
commitments. The reason for this is two-fold; retailers represent the pivotal point
in the seafood supply chain from which the biggest positive change can be produced,
primarily due to their significant market share. Moreover, as our surveys have
shown, consumers trust retailers implicitly, and therefore we need to ensure their
integrity is of the highest level.
As we continue to monitor and evaluate our approach in order to assess our impact,
so we continue to refine our methodology and tools. Ultimately, the proof will be in
the pudding – can consumers provide enough of a market incentive to achieve our
broader conservation objectives?

WWF SASSI CHAMPION CONSUMER:
ADRIEN BARICHIEVY
What is it? Where is it from? How was it caught or farmed?
These are the questions that WWF SASSI encourages consumers to ask before
purchasing seafood. Consumers can use their SASSI pocket card, the FishMS service
or the mobi site to make an informed decision about seafood.
But some consumers take it one step further. When confronted with a situation
where retailers or restaurants are serving unsustainable seafood, some consumers
decide to hold retailers and restaurants accountable for this and they utilise the
power they hold as consumers to drive positive change through the seafood supply
chain. Adrien Barichievy is one such consumer.
Even though Adrien now lives in Gauteng, his passion for the well-being of the
ocean has not diminished. He makes a point of visiting at least one retailer every
week; if he finds any SASSI red-listed species on sale, Adrien directs appropriate
enquiries to management and persists until he gets an answer that he is satisfied
with. In doing so, he has been instrumental in one of the biggest retailers in the
country removing red-listed species from their shelves and issuing a public apology
for procuring the species.
Ultimately, the best way to let the large seafood companies know that you don’t
want an unsustainable product and deserve a better, more environmentally-friendly
product is by stopping the demand. Adrien has moved beyond a general call to action
to become a WWF SASSI Champion and is proof that everyday people possess within
themselves the power to drive change through the seafood supply chain.
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COMMUNICATION
and awareness
traditional print media
are now also using
electronic platforms,
with many of the daily
newspapers carrying
our message also on
online platforms.

Through the course of 2011, the WWF Sustainable
Fisheries Programme (SFP) accumulated a total of 236
media hits. The value of this exposure, assigned as an
Advertising Value Equivalent (AVE), came close to
R7 028 864.

Electronic news is now the medium through which most of our work reaches the public.
This platform accounts for 27% of the hits, followed by magazines (24%) and newspapers
(23%). It must, however, be recognised that the traditional print media are now also
using electronic platforms, with many of the daily newspapers carrying our message also
on online platforms. The growth in electronic news hits since the previous year follows
the trend of electronic news platforms growing more rapidly than print media platforms.
Most of the media coverage garnered by the WWF Sustainable Fisheries Programme has
been national (80%), followed by the Western Cape (13%), Gauteng (4%), Eastern Cape
(2%) and KwaZulu-Natal (1%). This concentration of national media coverage can be
attributed to the amount of electronic and print media attention SFP has received.

Media hits according to location

kwazulunatal 1%

western cape
13%

eastern
cape 2%

magazine
24%

gauteng 4%

tv 2%

RADIO
24%
Media hits
according to
media type

Media hits according to target audience

national
3%

NEWSPAPER
23%

Electronic news
27%

Resource
user group
22%
local
community
7%

This year’s coverage has been influenced by the changing media
landscape in South Africa, as reflected in these pie-charts.

business
16%

GENERAL
52%
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Financial stability
OF THE SFP PROGRAMME
Table 1: Summary of the
value of the expenditure
of the WWF Sustainable
Fisheries Programme

The WWF Sustainable Fisheries
Programme is part of the Sanlam
Living Waters Partnership which is
currently valued at R3.3 million.

EXPENDITURE
Project costs			

390000.00

Core Costs			

1420000.00

TOTAL			

1810000.00

Funding Sources
This past year marked the first year of broader programme funding from Pick n Pay,
who committed, in 2010, to supporting the core costs for the SFP for three years
(2011 – 2013). This funding support amounts to R6.12 million over three years and
covers all operating costs for the Sustainable Fisheries Programme (SFP). The Charl
van der Merwe Trust also played a critical role in funding a significant portion of the
programme’s project costs. The programme also received valuable funding from Rand
Merchant Bank and WWF Germany. Further income was also generated from SASSI’s
Restaurant and Retailer/Supplier programmes.
As a member of the Responsible Fisheries Alliance (RFA), WWF SA, along with the
four other Alliance members contributed R250 000 towards Alliance activities which
included a number of research and implementation projects as well as the on-going roll
out of the WWF Responsible Fisheries Training course.
As always, WWF would like to thank iVeri (www.iveri.com) and Pinpoint
(www.pinpointgroup.info) for their on-going support of the programme through their
generous provision of the FishMS and SASSI mobi sites respectively. Thanks must also
go to Dining-Out who continue to help us promote our SASSI Restaurant Supporters
through their website (www.dining-out.co.za). Our work would not be possible without
committed companies like these which are similarly passionate about our work and
continue to contribute their time and skills to making our goals a reality.
Funding sources for
the WWF Sustainable
Fisheries Programme,
2011

OTHER
7%
rand merchant bank
10%

charl van der
merwe trust
21%
PICK n pay
62%
WWF thanks the programme’s partners, Pick n Pay and the Charl van der Merwe Trust, for
their continued support which has made it possible for us to continue our important work.
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CONCLUSION

Since its inception, in its quest for
healthy marine ecosystems and
responsibly-managed fisheries,
the WWF Sustainable Fisheries
Programme has focussed on engaging proactively with
all stakeholders throughout the seafood supply chain,
from the seafood’s end-consumers right back to the
fishers on the water.
We have done this by finding novel and innovative ways to empower all of the key
stakeholders in becoming part of the solution. Through various engagements,
such as WWF SASSI’s consumer pocket guides and Retailer Participation Scheme,
consumers, retailers and suppliers are becoming increasingly empowered to
make sustainable seafood choices. On the water, similar changes are taking place
through the Responsible Fisheries Alliance (RFA) and the development of Fisheries
Improvement Projects (FIPs) through which fishers are being progressively
capacitated to engage with the sustainability challenges facing their industry.
It is often said of sustainability that it is ‘a journey and not a destination’. Despite the
cliché, nowhere is this more clearly evident than in WWF’s Sustainable Fisheries work.
With many of the world’s marine ecosystems still threatened by irresponsible fishing
practices and the growing menace of climate change, it is clear that we have not yet
reached our ‘sustainable destination’ and that there are a number of challenges that
we will be working on for many years to come. However, as the stories of change in
this report indicate, we are starting to see meaningful changes in the way that we, as
humans, engage with our oceans. When seen in isolation, some of these individual
stakeholders’ achievements may seem like small steps, but when combined with the
achievements of others, they amount to significant changes - not just in consumers’
purchasing habits or companies’ business operations but in their attitudes towards
conservation and the inestimable value of healthy marine ecosystems.
Integral to this journey, we also note and celebrate the increasingly strong presence
of the Marine Stewardship Council (MSC) throughout the seafood supply chain.
As is highlighted by the stories of change, the MSC remains the only assurance a
consumer has of a sustainable product, and we continue to support the MSC as the
only credible eco-label for wild-capture products.
The journey has begun; the first steps are behind us now and we look forward to the
next year of growth and challenges, all of which will make our ultimate destination
far more worthwhile.
We would like to thank our main funding partner, Pick n Pay, for its support of the
WWF Sustainable Fisheries Programme (SFP).
We would also like to thank the Charl van der Merwe Trust and Rand Merchant
Bank for their financial support of various SFP projects, as well as our various
supporters and collaborators in government, the private sector, academia, the
conservation sector as well as the public at large, all of whom have played a critical
role in helping us achieve our successes to date.

Sustainability is a journey and not
a destination.
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suPPORTERS and
COLLABORATORS

We would like to thank the following
parties for their support and
contributions towards the work of
the Programme:

Programme Funders
Charl van der Merwe Trust
Pick n Pay
Rand Merchant Bank
WWF Germany
Responsible Fisheries Alliance
Irvine and Johnson
Sea Harvest
Viking Fisheries
Oceana Brands
Programme Supporters
iVeri Payment Technology
PinPoint Group
Dining-Out
Lowe Bull
Billabong
SASSI Networking Partners
Bayworld
Department of Agriculture, Forestry
and Fisheries: The Fisheries Division
Endangered Wildlife Trust
Ezemvelo KwaZulu-Natal Wildlife
Johannesburg Zoo
Pretoria Zoo
SANCCOB (The Southern African
Foundation for the Conservation of
Coastal Birds)
Save our Seas
Sea World at uShaka
SharkLife
South African Institute for Aquatic
Biodiversity (SAIAB)
South African National Biodiversity
Institute (SANBI)
Two Oceans Aquarium
TRAFFIC – the wildlife trade
monitoring network

SASSI Restaurant Supporters
Arrabella, Bertha’s, Black Marlin,
Blowfish, Cafe 1999, Chapmans Peak
Beach Hotel, Codfather, Dear Me, Die
Strandloper, Dornier Bodega, Dunes,
FUGU, Harbour House, Joe Fish,
John Dory’s restaurant chains, La
Med, Live Bait, Moyo (Durban), Moyo
(Stellenbosch), Ocean Basket restaurant
chains, Ocean Jewels, Polana, Quay
Four (V & A Waterfront, Cape Town),
Quay Four (Thesen Island, Knysna),
Restaurant Mosaic, Robberg Seafood
Safari (Knysna and Plettenberg Bay),
Salad Daze, Shoreline Cafe @ Two
Oceans Aquarium, Simply Fish, Spier
Hotel Restaurant, The Hildebrand,
Toadbury Hall, Townhouse Hotel
and Conference Centre, Tsitsikamma
Restaurant, Two Oceans and Vineyard
Hotel & Spa.
SASSI Retail and Supplier
Participants
Aquatic foods, Bidvest Foodservices,
Fish on Line, John Dory’s, La Marina,
Oceanfresh, Ocean Basket, Pick n Pay,
SPAR, Supapackers, Viking, Woolworths
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Appendix 1

ACHIEVEMENTs
2011
Strategic objective 1: Secure the Integrity of South Africa’s
Ecological Assets
Outcome 1.3: Capacitated Governance: South Africa’s ecological
assets (in our priority biomes and sectors) benefit from capacitated
institutions and integrated management approaches
Achievement:

Main partners:

Responsible fisheries training agreement signed
with the Responsible Fisheries Alliance (RFA)

RFA

10 WWF Responsible Fisheries training courses
run (6 in Cape Town, 3 in Saldanha Bay, 1 in
Namibia); 2 train the trainers (1 in Namibia,
1 in Cape Town); approx. 139 people trained.

RFA companies, BCC, NAMFI

Licensing agreement developed to enable
roll out of WWF Responsible Aquaculture
training course

Western Cape Department
of Agriculture, Stellenbosch
University

4 Champion Skippers identified

Fishing Industry News

4 EAF cartoons published in Fishing Industry News

Yalo, Fishing Industry News

Facilitated Recreational catch returns workshop

Western Province Deep
Sea Angling Association
(WPDSAA)

Released WWF Fisheries: Facts &
Trends report
Completed study on Southern African whitefish
trade

TRAFFIC, WWF International

Contributed to FAO regional and national
workshops on ‘Implementing the Human
Dimensions of an Ecosystem Approach to
Fisheries”

Food and Agricultural
Organisation of the United
Nations (FAO)
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Appendix 1

Strategic objective 2: Ecosystem services underpin social and
economic well-being
Outcome 2.1: Better production practices: Key production sectors
(agriculture, forestry and fisheries) contribute to the integrity of ecological
systems and reduce their impacts through better production practices
Achievement:

Main partners:

Uruguayan hake fishery developing Fisheries
Improvement Project (FIP) as a result of WWF
SASSI retail work.

Sustainable Fisheries
Partnerships, WWF-US,
Oceanfresh.

MSC pre-assessment of South African
longline hake fishery completed. Discussions
underway to develop Fisheries Improvement
Programme (FIP)

Oceanfresh, Capfish, SAHLLA

New trawl fishery tori line permit conditions
implemented as a result of RFA seabird bycatch
work

RFA Companies, Barrie
Rose, Birdlife

Governmental inshore trawl bycatch taskteam
formalised to address management measures
raised in RFA’s inshore trawl bycatch report

DAFF, RFA, Prof Colin
Attwood (UCT)

Engaged with rainbow trout farming
industry to address sustainability concerns,
resulting in Green-listing of South African
trout

Western Cape Trout
Association

Developed Best-Practice Aquaculture Feed Guide:
Towards Responsible Aquafeeds and Feeding in
South Africa

Stellenbosch University

Bycatch Mitigation Plans (BMP) project
completed, BMPs developed for all RFA
company vessels, data collection procedures
for seabird bycatch improved in vessel
logbooks

RFA Companies,
Barrie Rose, Birdlife

Penguin energetics project to determine penguin
energy requirements for fisheries management
completed

RFA,
Animal Demography Unit

Engaged with Aquaculture Stewardship Council
(ASC) around the development of auditing
capacity in Southern African

ASC

Ocean View tori line development project handed
over to Birdlife

Ocean View Centre for the
Disabled, Birdlife
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Appendix 1

Outcome 2.2: Market transformation: Informed, transparent & capacitated
markets drive the transformation of key high-impact industry sectors
(agriculture, fisheries, forestry, mining & high water-impact industries)

Retailers and suppliers:
Achievement:

Main partners:

Pick n Pay publicly announced commitments
to only source sustainable seafood by the end
of 2015

Pick n Pay

12 registered WWF SASSI Participants (3
retailers, 2 restaurant chains, 7 suppliers)

Woolworths, Pick n Pay, SPAR,
John Dory’s, Ocean Basket,
Bidvest Foodservices, Viking,
Fish Online, Aquatic Foods, La
Marina, Oceanfresh, Supapackers

Notable achievements include:
• 1 public time-bound commitment
announced
• 10 sustainablility policies in place
• 14 assessments conducted
• 6 procurement lists analysed and
recommendations made
Three participants at advanced stage of
finalising seafood improvement plans
with sustainable seafood commitments
One supplier participant currently engaged in 1
FIP and involved in developing 2 further FIPs
Growing awareness of Marine Stewardship
Council (MSC) certified seafood products
amongst South African retailers, suppliers
and consumers (65 certified products now
available on SA market)

MSC

Restaurants and consumers
Achievement:

Main partners:

Research conducted on the effectiveness of
the WWF SASSI suite of consumer tools

Lowe Bull

Partnership with Two Oceans Wines established:
Cooking & Caring workshop and YouTube video
produced thus far (116 views)

Two Oceans Wines

WWF SASSI list updated: six new species added
(Argentine Hake – bottom trawl, South African
Harder – beach seine, South African East Coast
Rock Lobster – hand collection and poling,
New Zealand Barracoutta – bottom trawl, New
Zealand Ling – bottom trawl and longline, South
African Squaretail Kob – prawn trawl fishery)

DAFF, ORI and UCT

WWF listing methodology updated

WWF International, North Sea
Foundation, UCT, DAFF

FishMS updated; 33 907 requests received
from 15 392 users in 2011

iVeri
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Mobi site updated; 53 000 page views;
14 600 unique visitors

Pinpoint

593 099 pocket cards distributed
(including ZigZag, Rock n Surf, and
Taste festivals)
700 WWF SASSI posters printed and
distributed

WWF SASSI Networking Partners
and Restaurant Supporters

Website updated, 300 953 website hits (JanOct 2011).

JGH internet

• 202 443 unique visitors.
• 904 people/day; since re-launch of list in
Oct 2010, average 954 people/day;
maximum of 3 000 visits in one day.
Media hits to the value of 7 million
Participated in numerous food shows and
events (for example, Taste of Cape Town and
Joburg, Whale festival, Pinelands Dive Club,
Durban InfoChef, MCEN, SOS Marine Week,
amongst others).

Pick n Pay, Pete Goffe-Wood,
Two Oceans Aquarium, BirdLife
SA, Dyer Island Conservation
Trust

WFF SASSI Green Platter special run during
National Marine Week

Quay 4, The Hildebrand

John Dory’s awareness-raising event in
Johannesburg

John Dory’s Fish and Grill

Various radio and magazine interviews, the
5fm Fresh Drive, Cape Talk, Green Times
Revised WWF SASSI restaurant manual in
final stages of development
11 WWF SASSI Training courses conducted;
232 people trained

uShaka Marine World, Two Oceans
Aquarium, Johannesburg Zoo,
BayWorld Aquarium

Restaurant Supporter Evaluation Tool
developed and Supporter agreement updated
Total number of Restaurant Supporters: 190,
new Supporters for 2011: 3

WWF SASSI Restaurant
Supporters

In-house SASSI quiz implemented by
Restaurant-chain Supporters

John Dory’s, Ocean Basket

Strategic objective 3: Build Climate Resilience
Outcome 3.1: South Africa adopts an ecologically sound climate-resilient,
low-carbon economy strategy & programme, & relevant role-players
implement actions to realise this
Achievement:

Main partners:

2 ERA reviews have been conducted in SA
(Hake and Squid)

DAFF
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Appendix 2

STATISTICS SUMMARY
Core operational statistics
1. Operational statistics							

2011

1.1

Number of projects						

5

1.2

Number of people employed				

7

1.3

% Black							

43%

1.4

% Female							

72%

1.5

Number of degrees obtained				

2 masters

			
2. Communications								

2011

2.1

Media Hits							

236

2.2

Total advertising value equivalent			

2.3

% Media hits: Resource users					

22%

2.4

% Media hits: Local community				

7%

2.5

Publications/reports produced		

		

1

2.6

Scientific papers published					

6

R7 million

		
			

Conservation statistics

			

3.
Sustainable
			
					
Fish Stocks
3.1 Number of retailers aligned to SASSI 			

2011
12

3.2

% Retail market aligned to SASSI				

60%

3.3

Number of people SASSI trained				

232

3.4

Number of restaurants aligned				

190

3.5

FishMS requests						

150 000

3.6

FishMS: % enquiries about red species			

16%

3.7

Wallet cards distributed				

593 099

3.8

Website hits						

960 p/d

			
4. Ecosystem approach
to fisheries
4.1 No. of fisheries moving towards certification			
No. of people trained in the WWF Responsible
Fisheries course and the Aquaculture course

4.3

Policies and regulations influenced			

4.4

Number of birdscaring lines constructed
Employment opportunities created
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3
Aqua - 0
RFP - 139

4.2

4.5

2011

3

Project handed over to
Birdlife SA
2 new WWF employees
5 facilitators became
WWF accredited
Birdlife Tori Lines Project

Appendix 2/3

4.6

Ecological Risk Assessments conducted
and/or reviewed				

4.7

Number of fisheries sectors implementing the
WWF EAF management tracking tool

4.8

Fisheries improvement projects underway			

LIST OF
PUBLICATIONS

4
137 in South Africa
5 in Namibia
1 in Angola
5

Okes, NC, S Petersen, L McDaid and J Basson.
2011. Enabling people to create change: Capacity
building for Ecosystem Approach to Fisheries (EAF)
implementation in Southern Africa. Marine Policy
(2011), doi:10.1016/j.marpol.2011.06.007

Grantham, HS, ET Game, AT Lombard, AJ Hobday,
AJ Richardson, LE Beckley, RL Pressey, JA Huggett,
JC Coetzee, CD van der Lingen, SL Petersen, D Merkle and HP Possingham.
2011. Accommodating Dynamic Oceanographic Processes and Pelagic Biodiversity
in Marine Conservation Planning. PLoS ONE 6(2): e16552. doi:10.1371/journal.
pone.0016552
Attwood, CG, SL Petersen and SE Kerwath. 2011. Bycatch in South Africa’s inshore
trawl fishery as determined from observer records. ICES Journal of Marine Science
68: 2163-2174
Petersen, SL, B Paterson, J Basson, N Moroff, J-P Roux, J Augustyn and GB
D’Almeida. (submitted ms) A review of EAF Implementation in Southern Africa: a
comparison of six key fisheries.
Basson, J. Not all seafood is equal. (2011) S Afr J Sci. 107 (5/6), Art. #718, 3 pages.
doi: 10.4102/sajs. v107i5/6.718
Magellan, K, A Johnson, L Williamson, M Richardson, W Watt, and H Kaiser.
2011. Alteration of tank dimensions reduces male aggression in the Swordtail. J.
Appl. Ichthyol., 1-4.
“World Wide Fund for Nature South Africa (WWF-SA). 2011. Fisheries: Facts and
Trends (South Africa).
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190
Number of restaurants
aligned to the SASSI
Restaurant Participation
Scheme

232
Number of people
trained through SFP
training institution

® “WWF” Registered Trademark of WWF-World Wide Fund For Nature (formerly World Wildlife Fund).
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Number of fisheries
improvement projects
(FIPs) underway

60%
Percentage market
share engaged in the
SASSI Retail and
Supply Participation
Scheme
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